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Water officials pursue new ways to
pay for construction projects

BY HENRY BREAN
LAS VEGAS REVIEW-JOURNAL

Posted: Jan. 16, 2012 | 1:59 a.m.

They say you can't get blood from a turnip,
but what about utility fees from a
foreclosure?

Southern Nevada Water Authority officials
are considering the idea as they seek new
ways to pay for expensive construction
projects once funded by new connections.

Authority General Manager Pat Mulroy has
suggested placing liens on foreclosed
properties in order to collect a new
infrastructure fee now under consideration
for all homes and businesses with water
hookups, even inactive ones.

To settle the lien, the new owner of the
property would have to pay the authority
back fees for maintaining water service to
the address and the rest of the valley.

The argument goes something like this:
Every home and business benefits from
having a reliable water system, even those
that are empty. Everyone should pay a
share of the cost to keep that system up
and running.

As Mulroy put it, a "property isn't worth a
nickel unless it has a water supply."

JOHN LOCHER/LAS VEGAS REVIEW-JOURNAL

Water authority chief Pat Mulroy, pictured earlier this month, says the plan to place liens
faces "any number of legal and complicating issues." » Buy this photo
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The lien idea comes as authority board
members are set to consider a rate hike to
replace revenue lost when the housing
bubble burst and the economy crashed.

The valley's wholesale water supplier used
to depend on connection charges from
new homes and businesses for nearly 60
percent of the money it used to build
infrastructure and pay down construction
debt. That revenue stream has all but run
dry.

"We've been living on our savings account to make our debt
payments," Mulroy said.

Board members will be presented with five different options for
raising rates when they meet on Thursday. The choices range from
a new fixed infrastructure fee of $5 a month for most single-family
homes to a consumption-based rate increase that would add nearly
$10 a month to the average residential bill but could be curbed by
cutting water use.

If adopted by the authority and its member utilities, the higher rates
could show up on local water bills starting in May and remain in
effect for the next three years.

It will take considerably longer for the lien idea to be implemented, if
it ever is, Mulroy said.

"There are any number of legal and complicating issues with this,"
she said.

Before proceeding, she said, the authority will talk the idea through
with its member utilities and representatives from the real estate,
banking and business community.

Depending on the size of the water meter, the proposed
infrastructure fees could range from about $60 a year for a small
single-family home to potentially thousands of dollars annually for a
resort, golf course or other large commercial property.

Sixty bucks might not sound like much, but longtime real estate
agent Soozi Jones Walker worries that more fees and liens will only
make it harder to attract buyers and investors to a market so
desperate for them.

"We're putting such a burden on (buyers), they're going to go
someplace else," said Jones Walker, a former state real estate
commissioner who specializes in commercial listings but owns
several rental homes in the valley. "We're feeing them and fining
them and licensing them to death."

Chris Yergensen is general counsel for RMI Management, Nevada's
largest property management company for homeowner
associations.

He predicted that any real opposition to the idea will come from
bankers, because they are the ones who will wind up paying the
liens.

Yergensen said water officials will have to do their homework to
make sure the liens they place cannot just be swept aside when a
bank takes ownership of a property.

"If it doesn't survive a foreclosure, the water district isn't going to get
its money," he said.

The Las Vegas Valley Water District and the cities of Henderson
and North Las Vegas already place liens on properties with
delinquent charges on their accounts. This would be a new kind of
obligation -- one designed to keep active customers from
subsidizing the cost of system reliability for vacant homes and
businesses.

"It becomes an equity question," Mulroy said.

After all, the water authority is obligated to maintain a water system
capable of meeting the peak demand of every property connected
to it, regardless of how many of those accounts might be inactive at
any given time.

Of the more than 375,000 water hookups in the Las Vegas Valley
Water District's service territory, almost 20,000 are inactive. That's
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slightly more than 5 percent.

The broader rate hike set for discussion Thursday is designed to
raise almost $260 million and halt the depletion of cash reserves the
authority uses to maintain a favorable bond rating.

The timing is critical, Mulroy said, because the authority needs to
sell $360 million in new bonds later this year to finish work on the
so-called "third straw," a more than $800 million intake pipe under
construction at Lake Mead.

That project -- like the rate hike needed to pay for it -- has nothing to
do with supplying growth, Mulroy said.

"This is about reliability and about paying for that infrastructure that
delivers water to your home," she said.

All but about 10 percent of the valley's drinking water supply comes
from the Colorado River by way of Lake Mead. The new intake will
allow the community to keep drawing from the reservoir even if it
shrinks to the level of the two existing straws.

Mulroy called it a "completely unexpected project" prompted by
record drought on the Colorado. If the authority didn't have to build
the third straw, there would be no proposed rate hike right now, she
said.

Mulroy added that the additional revenue is not being sought to pay
for the authority's controversial plan to tap groundwater across a
300-mile swath of eastern Nevada and pipe it to Las Vegas.

"That's a whole different discussion," she said of the multibillion-
dollar pipeline project.

Contact reporter Henry Brean at hbrean@reviewjournal.com or
702-383-0350.
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Report abuse
Vegas Insights wrote on January 19, 2012 07:43 AM:

The fact is that my water bill is by far the smallest utility bill I
pay each month -- by hundreds of dollars. Yet, we live in a
desert, where water is a precious commodity. I have relatives
who live a mile or two from the great lakes in the midwest -- and
they pay double what I pay for water.

Report abuse
Jerry S..Dickinson wrote on January 18, 2012 09:49 PM:

When is someone going to send this nuthugger packing? She is
as disgusting an example of perpetual tax drain as there can be.
Retire tight face

Report abuse
StephenLV wrote on January 18, 2012 01:54 PM:

The Las Vegas Valley Water District paid Wolfgang Puck $30K-
$60K each month to run the Cafe at the Springs Preserve for 3
years DO the math- maybe she should pay it back out of her
$250,000 a yr salary
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elveret.odamit wrote on January 17, 2012 07:19 PM:

Water Authority sneaking a way to pay for huge construction??? I
have a unique idea, raise the water rates or taxes or both. darn
I`m a financial wizard and genius. took me a whole minute to
figure it.

Report abuse
Gregorio.Salas wrote on January 17, 2012 09:47 AM:

Everytime I see Mulroy in the news I want to go puke

Report abuse
JerryD wrote on January 17, 2012 02:02 AM:

Let us hurt an already bleeding market, like that of housing. Is
someone going to buy a foreclosed home if it has a lien? Will the
bank finance it? And know the Utility Company's they will screw
up the files so it will take 3 months to get a lien cleared. So let us
continue to raise everything, taxes, cable, water, power, etc. (We
all know the Utility Commission that is supposed to protect us -

doesn't) Let us drive things up to a point were more people
decide it is not worth living in Vegas any longer and move. More
foreclosed homes in the Nations worse housing market. Finally, I
would like to know, how many executives at the Water Company
took pay cuts? I would like to know how many NEW vehicles did
they buy last year? Have they cut back? Can someone tell me?
Or are they keeping their salaries while we get hosed with a rate
increase. Just does not seem right that we have to take cuts and
they don't.

Report abuse
keithmetcalf wrote on January 16, 2012 11:45 PM:

It pays to shop around for a mortgage refinance. Mortgage rates
have gone down like anything. My brother in law just got a
30-year fixed loan at 3.76% He told me search online for 123
Refinance for the lowest rate.

Report abuse
David.Frehner wrote on January 16, 2012 05:35 PM:

I have lived here all my life & paid my own utilities bills for over
30 years & the water bill is always 50 - 75 % less than the rest of
them. I smile when I pay the water bill which is the most
important commodity delivered right to the home. Now paying
the rest of the utilities puts a big dent in the wallet. Now the

price of Cable to watch commercials half the time...... its long
over due to pull the plug...........

Report abuse
lol wrote on January 16, 2012 05:24 PM:

What a sweet gravy train the water authority has! They get

mother nature to gravity feed water down a river, then they get
developers to put in all the pipes and infrastructure, then they
charge huge fees to hook up the the pipes they didn't install. And
after all that they charge outrageous rates for filtering the water
they got for free. P.S. Has anyone seen their offices?

Report abuse
Bob_Realist wrote on January 16, 2012 03:55 PM:

You crack me up Frank and it has been a few years since being
stationed in Germany but Frau Mulroy is sehr verrückt in de
kampf.
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